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Improve Software Development Outcomes 
Reduce delays and launch software on-budget and on-time 

 

 

 
Building software is hard! 
  

Software engineers are expected to continuously ship high quality code, while keeping up with customer requests                

and support issues. At the same time, they are constantly interrupted with direct messages, have to frequently                 

switch between multiple systems and deal with unexpected fire drills. The end result is delayed projects, lost                 

time, and increased stress and frustration. 

  

If you’ve ever developed software you know how it feels to be blocked. You can’t even start your work until                    

someone else builds the endpoints you need. You asked for more memory in the dev environment two days ago.                   

And even though you posted in Slack – no one seems to be picking up your pull request. And if you’ve ever                      

managed an engineering team, you know that you usually don’t hear about problems like these – until it’s too                   

late.  

 
 

Give us the first 10 minutes of the day  
and we’ll help you Build Better and Release Faster 

 
 

Treno is Engineering Success as a Service designed to accelerate delivery and help developers get stuff done. It all                   

starts with Daily Priorities, a feature that assists engineers in planning their day and helps teams improve                 

inefficient stand-ups. Treno ingests engineering delivery data from all of the tools used by the team, and is                  

constantly identifying dependencies and critical paths. And every morning it suggests the most important items               

for each engineer to focus on. The goal is to ensure that everyone is pulling in the same direction - critical work is                       

prioritized, impediments are removed, and things like code reviews don’t fall through the cracks.  

  

For engineers, Treno makes it easier to complete their work, to request assistance, and to know that the work                   

they are doing is important (and mission critical). For managers, Treno provides visibility into each day’s effort,                 

identifies areas of potential risk, suggests delivery goals, tracks team performance and helps keep remote teams                

engaged. 

  

In short, Treno helps everyone Build Better and Release Faster. 
 

 

 

www.treno.io/preview 

 


